
Mechanism catalogue
 

Leading platform for the implementation of cross-channel interactive marketing campaigns 



More than 40 games mechanism at your service

Sweepstakes OthersInstants gagnants Media Contest



A Templating for every key events



MECHANISMS BY “GAME” 

TYPE



DRAW



SWEEPSTAKES

Players just need to complete a form. They can then enter a drawing to win daily prizes. 

CONCEPT

Invite players to enter a drawing for prizes!

― Complete a form

― Enter the drawing

― Share with friends

STEPS:

― Quick and easy drawing at the end of the contest

― Customizable fields in the subscription form

FEATURES:

OBJECTIVES
― Recruitment

― Notoriety

― Conversion

― Engagement

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/7qy


PSYCHOQUIZ

Users respond to a series of questions and find out the profile they resemble. They can then share 

the results and compare with their friends. 

CONCEPT

Launch a personality test for your fans!

― Complete a form

― Answer questions

― Get the results and share with friends

STEPS:

― Create up to six different profiles

― Option to display a visual collective breakdown of the player profiles

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/6nv


QUIZ

Fans must correctly respond to questions in order to enter a drawing for prizes.

CONCEPT

Organize a quiz contest with multiple-choice questions and a drawing for the best 

players!

― Complete a form

― Respond to questions

― Enter a drawing and share with friends

STEPS:

― Option to display players’ scores

― Quick and easy drawing at the end of the contest

― Option to add a “Hint” button, perhaps appearing on your website 

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/gaz


OPENQUIZ

Pose open-answer questions to your players in order to obtain their feedback and they, in turn, will 

enter a drawing to win prizes.

CONCEPT

Launch a quiz contest for participants to directly respond to open-answer questions!

― Complete a form

― Respond to questions

― Enter a drawing and share with friends

STEPS:

― Obtain your community’s feedback on specific subjects (the release 

of a new product, user experience, etc.) 

― Quick and easy drawing at the end of the contest

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/6gr


SECRET WORLD

Invite your fans to guess the mystery word of your choice (star, object, product, place, 

etc.)

Each user has the opportunity to guess the word with a limited number of tries. If they reach the limit 

of tries, they can try again the next day. 

CONCEPT

― Complete a form

― Guess the mystery word within a limited number of attempts

― Share with friends

STEPS:

― Responsive application

― Word can be in any language

― Recurring participation

― Intelligent input fields

― A drawing for those who have guessed correctly

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Knowledge

Engagement

Gaming

http://shakr.cc/fbb


SECRET PRICE

Each user has the opportunity to guess the value with a limited number of tries. If they reach the limit 

of tries, they can try again the next day. 

CONCEPT

Invite your fans to guess the value/figure of your choice (€, km, liters, m², etc.).

― Complete a form

― Guess the mystery value within a limited number of attempts 

― Share with friends

STEPS:

― Indicators: maximum/minimum value

― Value in any language (€/$)

― Recurring participation

― Responsive and intelligent input field

― A drawing for those who have guessed correctly

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Knowledge

Engagement

Gaming

http://shakr.cc/168n


MEMORY

Customize your own Memory game and enter your best performing players into a 

drawing!

Participants fill out a form and and try to match pais of images within a time limit. Winners qualify for 

a drawing.

CONCEPT

― Complete a form

― Solve the Memory puzzle

― Invite friends to play

STEPS:

― Responsive application

― A “Timer” increases difficulty and encourages recurring 

participation.

― Allow players to try again each day

― Customizable fields in the registration form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Engagement

Notoriety

Durability

Gaming

http://shakr.cc/i3g


PUZZLE

Customize your Puzzle and enter the best performing players into a drawing.

Players complete a form and solve a puzzle within a time limit. Successful players enter into a 

drawing.

CONCEPT

― Complete a form

― Solve the Puzzle

― Invite friends to play

STEPS:

― Responsive application

― Program a timer (in seconds) to increase difficulty and encourage 

recurring participation 

― Interactive and fun mechanism: drag & drop images, difficulty levels 

― Customizable fields in the registration form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Engagement

Notoriety

Durability

Gaming

http://shakr.cc/spn


ROCK-PAPER-SCISSORS

Invite your players to a game of Rock-Paper-Scissors, in 3 rounds against the 

computer, with a drawing after.

Each round, the player must choose a symbol – rock-paper-scissors. The player wins the round if 

their card is stronger than that of the computer.

CONCEPT

― Complete a form

― Play three rounds

― Invite friends to play

STEPS:

― Responsive application

― Gaming experience: 3 rounds

― Modifiable visual: “Front & Back” and 3 symbols

― “In-game” animation: cards flipping, counter, etc.

― Customizable fields in the registration form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Engagement

Notoriety

Durability

Gaming

http://shakr.cc/15jw


CUPS-AND-BALL

Invite your community to play a classic game of cups-and-ball.

Ask your fans to guess which cup is hiding the mystery object. Placement of the object resets with 

each try.

CONCEPT

― Validate a subscription form

― Activate the shuffle

― Find the hidden mysterious object

STEPS:

― Responsive application

― Randomly generated animation

― 100% customizable

― Players can enter a drawing

― One try per player

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Knowledge

Engagement

Gaming

http://shakr.cc/2ldk


TAP TAP

Invite your community to play the addictive game, Tap Tap

Players fill out a form and then try to quickly catch as many objects as possible. Some objects have 

greater value and players accumulate points for ranking at the end of the game.

CONCEPT

― Complete the form

― Catch as many objects as you can, avoiding traps

―Invite friends to play

STEPS:

― Responsive application

― Choice of visuals and values of 5 falling objects and 3 bonus 

objects (whose value can be negative)

― Export the best score of each player

―Drawing for all participants

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Engagement

Gaming

Recruitment

Recognition

http://shakr.cc/3nrx


PREDICTIONS

Ask your community to guess the winner of the big game and enter the best 

participants into a drawing!

Invite your community to make predictions on the most famous world competitions.

CONCEPT

― Complete a form

― Enter predictions

― Invite friends to play

STEPS:

― Responsive application

― Choice of prediction types (winner or score)

― Modify prediction up to the eve of the big game

― Statistical indicators participants’ predictions

― Rank 500 players

― Drawing based on a minimal score

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Engagement

Notoriety

Durability

Gaming

http://shakr.cc/sww


CHRONOQUIZ

Fans must correctly answer the questions in the allotted time. The higher the score, the more likely 

the player will be added to the drawing. You can create and offer hints, text, images, and video based 

on single or multiple-response questions. 

CONCEPT

Launch a Quiz with multiple-choice questions and a timer. and a drawing for the best 

players!

― Complete a form

― Answer questions in the allotted time

― Enter a drawing and share with friends

STEPS:

― Timer set for the entire game or for each question

― Option to display of players’ score

― Fast and easy drawing at the end of the contest

― Optional « Hint » button

― Multiple-choice questions or multiple possible, correct answers

― Illustrations (image/video) to accompany questions and answers

FEATURES:

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

LIVE DEMO

http://shakr.cc/hc5q


SIMON

The users are invited to recreate the sequence of keys that light up in a short time to qualify for the 
draw. Their score are listed in a general ranking.

CONCEPT

Challenge your community to reproduce a sound sequence as soon as possible !

―Complete then validate the form

―Try to replay the sequence of melodies as soon as possible

―Invite the members of your community to test the game

STEPS :

―Application responsive

―Sélection des touches lumineuses

―Ranking of scores 

―Winner’s selection on all of the players

FEATURES :

DEMO LIVE

OBJECTIFS
Engagement

Notoriety

Conversion

Gaming

LIVE DEMO

http://shakr.cc/11vyl
http://shakr.cc/11vyl


INSTANT WIN



ADVENT CALENDAR

Participants click on the square of the day and discover which mini game they will have to play to try 

to win a prize : Jackpot, Wheel of Fortune or Lucky one. 

The calendar offers a total immersion of the holidays through to its unique graphic design.

CONCEPT

Launch a multi-game Advent Calendar !

― Complete a form One scratch box per day

― Click on th box of the day

― Play the game of the day and find out if you won or lost, then share the 

game 

STEPS

―Calendar based on the first 25 days of the current month

― One box per day (25 boxes required)

Attention, the numbers of the boxes are to be included in your visuals

― Calendar display : Christmas tree, structured or unstructured boxes

― System of Instant win for the gifts

FEATURES
OBJECTIFS

Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

Christmas 
calendar

Structured 
calendar

Destructured 
calendar

https://ubishaker.com/fr/43/1540991661370280/game/adventcalendar?preview=
https://ubishaker.com/fr/43/154099151490136/game/adventcalendar?preview=
https://ubishaker.com/fr/43/1540981316567193/game/adventcalendar?preview=


INSTANT WIN

Participants complete a registration form and instantly find out if they win. 

CONCEPT

Set in advance an exact moment in the day when players can instantly win a prize.

― Complete a form

― Find out the result

― Share with friends

STEPS:

― Define the daily number of winners

― Easily set up several instant contests according to the day and time 

slot of your choice 

― Allow players to try again each day

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/75m


INSTANT WIN CALENDAR

Same mechanism as the “Instant Win” campaign. Each day, your community members can scratch a 

calendar day box to win an exclusive prize. 

CONCEPT

Launch a calendar contest – one scratch-and-win prize per day. 

― Complete a form

― Scratch the box

― Get the results and share with friends

STEPS:

― Define the daily number of winners

― Easily set up several instant contests according to the day and time 

slot of your choice

― Allow players to try again each day

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/6fr


INSTANT SCRATCH

Participants scratch a box to find out if they won.

CONCEPT

Define an instant win and customize your images for a scratch-and-win with 

community prizes! 

― Complete a form

― “Scratch” an image

― Get the results and share with friends

STEPS:

― Define the daily number of winners

― Easily set up several instant contests according to the day and time 

slot of your choice

― Customize the image to scratch and the game setting

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/7kg


JACKPOT

Players pull the lever and try their luck for a prize. 

CONCEPT

Create an instant win with a slot machine to engage your community.

― Complete a form

― Play the slot machine

― Watch the results and share with friends

STEPS:

― Define the daily number of winners

― Easily set up several instant contests according to the day and time 

slot of your choice

― Allow players to try again each day

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/gfb


RAIN GIFTS

Players grab three gifts falling from the top of the screen using a character at the bottom. Once the 

three gifts are obtained, players can open them and see what they win. 

CONCEPT

Launch a mini-Rain Gifts game for your community to win prizes!

― Complete a form

― Move the character to catch the gifts

― Open the gifts and find out the prize inside

STEPS:

― Easily set up several instant contests according to the day and time 

slot of your choice

― Customize the mini-game (character, gift, setting, etc.)

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/m8b


ROULETTE

Participants complete a form and roll the wheel to find out if they win or lose.

CONCEPT

Declare instant winners through a roulette wheel and engage your community. 

― Complete a form

― Roll the wheel

― Find out the results and share with friends

STEPS:

― Define the number of daily winners

― Set up several instant winners according to the day and time

― Allow player to re-play each day

― Customizable fields in the registration form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/m36


GROUP DEAL

Define the stages (discounts or gifts) which unlock depending on the number of participants. Players 

should share the game with as many players as possible to increase the number of entries and win 

more prizes!

CONCEPT

Provide your community an interactive experience for winning discount codes and 

more!

― Complete a form

― Share the game with friends

― Win the prize once the last stage is unlocked

STEPS:

― Create up to five stages

― Set the objectives at each stage of participation

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/656


COUPONS

In a dedicated application, after validating a sign-up form, a participant can obtain discount codes vie 

copy/paste or PDF format.

CONCEPT

Provide your community with discount codes on your products or services.

― Complete a form

― Select a coupon in the gallery

― Download the discount code in PDF format or copy/paste

STEPS:

― Responsive application

― Gallery of 10 coupons

― Coupon code/offer

― Modification of coupons in real-time

― Limits on participation

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

Sales

http://shakr.cc/e61


LUCKY ONE

 Participants scratch the 9 images one by one and find out if they have won.

CONCEPT

Customize 9 scratch-off images to make your audience win multiple prizes.

―Complete a form

―Scratch boxes

―Find out the results and share with friends

STEPS :

―Define the daily number of winners

―Easily set up several instant contests according to the day and time 

slot of your choice

―Choose the design of the scratch cases

― Allow players to try again each day

CARACTÉRISTIQUES : OBJECTIFS
Engagement

Conversion

Engagement

Gaming

LIVE DEMO

http://shakr.cc/1dj3b


UGC* MECHANISMS

* User Generated Content



PHOTO CONTEST

Organize a photo contest for your players where they can submit photos and vote on 

their favorites!

Players can vote for their favorite photo, comment and submit their own photo. 

CONCEPT

― Complete a form

― Vote for, comment on or upload a photo

― Share with friends and enter a drawing

STEPS:

― Set limits such as one vote per participant

― Create a dedicated hashtag 

― Moderate the contest

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/6n5


VIDEO CONTEST

Organize a video contest for your players where they can submit videos and vote on 

their favorites!

Players can vote for their favorite video, comment and submit their own video. 

CONCEPT

― Complete a form

― Vote for, comment on or upload a video

― Share with friends and enter a drawing

STEPS:

― Set limits such as one vote per participant

― Create a dedicated hashtag 

― Moderate the contest

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/c8t


TEXT CONTEST

Organize a text contest for your players where they can submit quotes and vote on 

their favorites!

Players can vote for their favorite quote, comment and submit their own text.

CONCEPT

― Complete a form

― Vote for, comment on or edit a text

― Share with friends and enter the drawing

STEPS:

― Set limits sush as one vote per participant

― Moderate the contest

― Customizable fields in the sign-up form

― Players submit their text thanks to a simple editor

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Notoriety

Conversion

Engagement

http://shakr.cc/g5z3


FAN’S CHOICE PHOTO

Invite your community to vote on their favorite photos. 

Each organizor can add their pwn photos in the gallery and invite players to for their favorites.

CONCEPT

― Access the gallery

― Validate a sign-up form

― Vote for or comment on a photo

STEPS:

― Responsive application

― Upload your own photos

― Voting security and comment moderation

― Determined number of votes

― Drawing for winners/voters

― Limited votes/campaign

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Knowledge

Engagement

Gaming

http://shakr.cc/xpt


FAN’S CHOICE VIDEO

Invite your community to vote on their favorite videos. 

Each organizor can add their pwn photos in the gallery and invite players to vote for their favorites.

CONCEPT

― Access the gallery

― Validate a sign-up form

― Vote for or comment on a video

STEPS:

― Responsive application

― Add unlimited videos (Facebook, Youtube, Dailymotion, Vimeo)

― Voting security and comment moderation

― Determined number of votes

― Drawing for winners/voters

― Limited votes/campaign

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

OBJECTIFS
Recruitment

Knowledge

Engagement

Gaming

http://shakr.cc/15gf


“CUSTOMIZABLE” 

MECHANISMS



STORE LOCATOR

Display a Google Map on your site or Facebook tab indicating the location of your 

stores and points of sale for your community.

Fans can easily locate you with a Google Map.

CONCEPT

― Import your own address file in CSV format

― Select or upload a pin to represent your location on the map

― Integrate the map on a dedicated Facebook page, microsite or 

through an iFrame on websites

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

http://shakr.cc/6fy


HTML TAB

Create a customized HTML tab on your page and show fans all your creativity.

This campaign lets you insert your own HTML code and create a specific page, microsite, Facebook 

tab or integrate it through an iFrame.

CONCEPT

― No technical or HTML expertise required

― Creative freedom to produce and integrate content

― Integrate the map on a dedicated Facebook page, microsite or through an iFrame on websites

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

http://shakr.cc/6fz


TWITTER FEED

In just a few clicks, display your Twitter account content on your Facebook page, 

dedicated microsite or via integrated iFrame on the site of your choice. 

Import your Twitter feed wherever you wish and your tweets will be automatically displayed. 

CONCEPT

― Select the number of displayed tweets

― Customize the tab or page by adding a banner and modifying the presented information

― Integrate your Twitter account content on your Facebook page, dedicated microsite or via 

integrated iFrame on the site of your choice. 

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

http://shakr.cc/6fp


YOUTUBE CHANNEL

Embed your YouTube channel directly on your Facebook page, microsite, or through an 

iFrame on the site of your choice. 

This campaign lets you automatically show fans your YouTube videos. 

CONCEPT

― Choose the type of video – uploads or playlists

― Customize the tab or page by adding a banner and modifying the presented information

― Integrate your YouTube channel on your Facebook page, dedicated microsite or via integrated 

iFrame on the site of your choice. 

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

http://shakr.cc/6fu


NEWSLETTER

Encourage your community to sign up to your brand’s newsletter to find out all the 

latest news!

This campaign lets you set up a newsletter subscription form and produce a database of contact 

information.

CONCEPT

― Customize the fields of your newsletter subscription form

― Add a header image to the form

― Export the database of subscriber info directly to our platform

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

http://shakr.cc/6fx


CONTACT FORM

Create a contact form to directly receive customer requests via email.

This campaign lets you create a contact form for visitors to complete, automatically sending the info 

to your email address.

CONCEPT

― Customize the fields of your form

― Enter the email address where you want to receive the contact info

― Export contact info file in CSV format

FEATURES:

LIVE DEMO

http://shakr.cc/6fw


FORM

Create a form in order to collect relevant data and opt-ins easily.

This campaign allows you to create a simple registration form with a thank you page. You can 

provide your followers with this form on your website or on your social networks to collect data and 

opt-ins. 

CONCEPT

―Customize the form and the fields to fill or Customize the form fields to fill

―Customize the thank you page

―Export all your data on a file in a CSV format.

FEATURES:

DEMO LIVE

http://shakr.cc/wkvz


Leading platform for the implementation of cross-channel interactive marketing campaigns 

CONTACT US 
FOR MORE INFORMATION
support.client@socialshaker.com


